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I. On the basis of the Schwinger/!/ source theory (ST) with 
the help of the causal diagram technique, the expression for 
the total photon propagator was established (ref,/ 2/) which is 
consistent with the KlHlen-Lehmann form (that is why the non
physical singularities are absent): 
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P is the Cauchy principal value symbol, 
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¢(t)- arctg [ rrt I(t)], 
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function I(t) is connected with the polarizable operator and 1n 
one-loop approximation is equal to 

a f() to I/ 2 
l(t) .. - t(l+ -)(1- -) , a .. 11137, (2) 
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t 0 -4m 2 ,m is the electt:<?I).mass. 
The method from book 131 allows one to find the first term of 

the asymptotical expansion of form (I) in the vicinity of the 
point ts-"" (in the approximation (2)): 
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However the only thing we can say about the const is that 
it is positive, Its value may be determined with the help of the 
computer in the following way. Let us mention that expressions 
(I), (2) are analytic concerning coupling constant a . The struc
ture of asymptotics (3) is obviously independent of the concrete 
physical value a• 1/137. So, putting different values of a we 
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shall obtain 

const = lim EQ2_ ( to K 

t=-oo 'D0 (t) ::t"). 

Such calculations were performed for the wide interval of a va
riation, They brought to the correlation canst = I/2. A simple 
asymptotic formula is available: 
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D
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The region where this approximation works will be cleared up 
a little bit later. 

(4) 

2. The connection between the Gell-Mann-Low function ~ (~. 
that describes the coupling co~stant a(0 evolution, 
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(5) 

with the spectral function w from the total propa'gator represen
tation: 

D.(t) = exp f _,..!._ { ~-' _ w(t') l. 
D

0
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. . d . I 4/ was 1nvest1gate 1n paper . 
Function w may be easily expressed through the functions a 

and I from (I ) • ~ and w are connected so: 

.p(O.)=~w[t(a)J. 
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This correlation is suitable at not very small t, where the re-
normgroup is usually applied. ( ) 

The figure shows the dependence of 377~ on x.The curve 
ABCD corresponds to our expression (I), (2~. Standart electro
dynamics based on the quantum field theory (QFT)/ 5/ gives the 
straight AE according to 

x2 
~ (x)--. 

377 (6) 

It is interesting to trace the motion of the point respon
sible for the increasing t value through the curve. In the AB 
section the point moves in the same manner through both the lines. 
In the BE section the motion gains the speed sharply, while in 
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Gell-Mann-Low func~ion 
ABCD - our curve, AE - standart 
approach. 

the BC section the smooth regime 
is maintained. In the vicinity 
of B we are near the value of 
where in QFT is ;. pole/6 /: 

a - (t) .. t QFT: a a ln-
1- 3rr to 

(7) 

· 0 r;{ The point C is already "behind 
the pole". In the CD region our 

function rapidly achieves the asymptotics 
ST: l{l(x):KX, K' .. 2a/377, (8) 

that confirms·with expressions (4), (5) and 
- a t K 

ST: a(t)=2(to). 
(9) 

It should be stressed that the formal substitution t=to to 
this correlation violates the condition a(t0 )=a. It should be re
called once more that expression (9) is suitable only for t 
from the CD section on the figure. Thus the value a(to) has 
sence only while considering the low energy formula of type (7). 

We are ·thankful to V.M.Dubovik and V.A.Meshcheryakov for use
ful discussion~. 
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~~==~~o~~~~~~~==~~:Hn~~~raTopa npH Q 2~~ E2-82-824 

8 TeOpHH HCT04HHK08 

npH HCnonb308aHHH npH4HHHOH AHarpaMMHOH TeXHHKH 8 TeOpHH HCT04HHK08 
W8HHrepa HCCneAo8aHo noaeAeHHe ~OTOHHoro nponaraTopa npHIQ 21~-.Bo3HHKa~aA 
8 TaKOM nOAXOAe C8A3b ~YHK4HH renn-MaHHa-noy CO cneKTpanbHOH ~YHK4HeH 
npeACTa8neHHA 4enneHa-neHaHa rapaHTHpyeT peHOPMHH8apHaHTHOCTb nony4eHHoro 
8WPa*eHHA AnA 5er~eH KOHCTaHTW C8A3H, Pe3ynbTaTW CTaHAaPTHOrO nOAXOAa 
8 K8aHTOBOH TeopHH nonA Aa~T npeAaCHMnTOTHKY nony4eHHWX 8Wpa*eHHH, 

Pa5oTa 8WnonHeHa 8 na5opaTopHH AAePHWX npo5neM OHRH. 

C~eHHe 06~AHHeHHOro HHCTHTyTa AAePHWX HCCneAOBaHMM, AY5Ha 1982 

Ivanov Yu.P., Vyshensky S.V. 
Photon Propagator Asymptotlcs at Q 2~. 
In the Source Theory 
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On the basis of the Schwinger source theory with the help of the
2 causal diagram technique the behaviour of the photon propagator at IQ I~ .. 

is Investigated. The connection of the Gell-Mann-Low function with the 
Klllen-Lehmann form spectral weight appeared here guarantees the renorm
lnvariance of the obtained expression for the running coupling constant. 
The standart quantum field approach results give the pre-asymptotics 
of the obtai ned ~:~xpres.s ions. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of tluclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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